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Overview Of Business And Mandate

• Standard Bank has responded to the challenge of facilitating access to housing in
the low income market on a commercially sustainable basis. This included creating
a dedicated Integrated Residential Developments (“IRDev”) division.

• This arose from the FSC discussions as well as other housing policy processes.
Some other banks have done the same.

• This unit sits in Property development and is separate from our home-loan division

• This unit operates as a strategic initiative and is not purely commercially driven

• We have entered into Land Availability Agreements with several municipal and
provincial governments in which we agree to facilitate the development of housing
units in co-operation with government

• Ultimately we aspire to be a financing partner rather than a driver of housing
projects, but we do believe that we can play a facilitation role



Lessons learnt

– The greatest need and potential for housing delivery is in the 
Metropolitan municipalities and this is where the main focus should lie

– We must build housing units in good locations, particularly in areas 
where residents have access to economic activity, TRANSPORT, 
schools, clinics and parks

– Where possible low-cost units should be integrated with higher income 
groups

– Land is a key constraint and we must use it more efficiently. This 
means multi level housing must play a role even at the BNG level.

– Despite this we continue to see finance applications for units on single 
erven at the periphery as this is the simplest and cheapest approach 
for developers and city planning continues to allow this 



What are the key constraints to housing supply?

One of the problems is that we focus on too many issues. In reality 
there are two binding constraints:

• Well located land with bulk infrastructure

• Ability of households to afford home loans

Housing policy should focus on addressing these 
constraints



What is working, in our experience?

• The Inner city rental market! 
– Residential developers in the inner city of Johannesburg have produced at least 

35 000 high quality units in the last ten years. This has been achieved by about 
10 medium-sized developers plus the developers funded by TUHF.

– This has been done without any subsidy and often in the face of punitive 
approaches to utility pricing

– Standard Bank has played an active role in financing these developers

• Land Availability Agreements on well located land, provided by 
Metro’s to either to developers or banks

– Typically multi-level housing
– Municipality provides land and sometimes bulk service subsidies

• Some developments include BNG units 
– LAAs do have challenges and require some amendment but hte approach 

should be promoted



Successful developments using municipal or provincial land

• We are aware of a number of developments using municipal or provincial land and 
generally taking a multi-level approach. We are involved with a number of these.

• Pennyville, Soweto (complete)
• Jabulani, Soweto (currently under construction)
• Fleurhof, Johannesburg, (currently under construction)
• Elsie’s River, Cape Town (one project completed, one under construction)

• And similar projects in the pipeline include 
– South Hills in Johannesburg
– Wallacedene, Maitland and four other land parcels in Cape Town 
– Nellmapius in Tshwane







Examples: Fleurhof: CoJ and Calgro M3



Jabulani (CoJ and Inkanyeli/Calgro M3)



Jabulani units under construction 



Elsies River (City of CT and Standard Bank/Bitol) 



Elsies River 22nd Ave.
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Land Availability Agreements: some lessons learnt so far

• Too many objectives in one project
– We must focus on delivering the housing
– Promoting new entrants to the market is risky and can undermine the primary 

objective

• As far as possible the regulatory work should be done by the local/provincial 
authority as this is a major time delay

• Bulk infrastructure is critical



How can the state have the most impact 
on the key constraints?

1. LAND and infrastructure

• We should not re-invent the wheel. Developments like Pennyville, Fleurhof 
and Jabulani have created a new model which should be promoted 
elsewhere. Cities and provinces still have excellent land which they can 
release, and this should be combined with subsidies for bulk infrastructure.

• National Departments and SoEs also have land and buildings which could 
be released



How can the state have the most impact
on the key constraints?

2. Restructure state subsidies to stimulate supply and to 
have a greater impact on the Gap market

a. Could we consider a sliding scale subsidy to capture more households and stimulate 
supply, especially in the gap market?

• E.g. housing ‘voucher’ from R25 000 – R150 000 to be used to leverage a bond for a 
new unit or even a serviced stand?

– There would be dangers of such an approach and must be considered carefully  
– Should only be used for new units, otherwise will be inflationary
– Should be subject to strict location criteria
– Would have to fit into existing envelope

b. Can we have a more effective subsidy for rental stock?
- SHRA is an excellent initiative but only works for non-profits and needs a 

larger overall allocation
- The FLISP is not effective at scale and should be revamped 
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